


Because we live in a region where local
values are strong, we wanted to develop and

modernize a historic drink of the Basque Country,

a gourmet brut Cider !

We chose TOPA as our brand name, which means

“A MEETING" in Basque.

Our story is based on the meeting of two people

who have become friends over time and have

the same taste for entrepreneurship and good

products.

It is through this meeting, the story of TOPA started

in 2016!

Follow our beautiful adventure…every bubble tells
a story...

OUR STORY



OUR BRAND

TOPA is the contraction of the word Topaketa

which means “A MEETING" in Basque.



TOPA is above all the world of the Basque Country spirit. From the mountain to the ocean, you can enjoy our
delicious craft cider anywhere !

TOPA’S SPIRIT



OUR VALUES

We believe in the importance of good times of

conviviality and the quality of the products we
drink.

We place a lot of importance on our local values.

We believe in healthy, natural, tasty products and

we want to make known a finely sparkling, fruity

and aromatic Basque cider.

TOPA is a natural craft cider product, from the
orchard to the counter, without adding artifice.

Come "Toast" our creations with friends and enter

the world of TOPA.



Our taste is powerful, finely sparkling, warm
and original, like the people with whom we

develop TOPA.

Created by our artisan cidermaker, Topa will

subtly accompany your canapés, fish, poultry,
cheeses and desserts. Enjoy the moment ,

every bubble tells a story.

OUR « GOURMET » BRUT CIDER

Our Brut cider is made from several varieties of apples
(Goikoetxea, Txalaka, Urtebi ...).

The delicate blend of tannic, tart and sweet cider apples,
low temperature primary fermentation for several months

make its taste so unique.

Pure Juice

Non pasteurized

Gluten Free

Low caloric



OUR RANGE
OUR RANGE CONSISTS OF CIDERS AND PEARS MADE FROM PURE JUICE.

CRAFT BRUT CIDER CRAFT APPLES & PEARS

Our Brut cider is made from several varieties
of apples (Goikoetxea, Txalaka, Urtebi ...).
The delicate blend of tannic, tart and sweet
cider apples, low temperature primary
fermentation for several months make its
taste so unique.
Created by our artisan cidermaker, Topa will
subtly accompany your canapés, fish,
poultry, cheeses and desserts. Enjoy the
moment , every bubble tells a story.

Available in 75cl, 33 cl and 25L Stainless steel

Our Perry is above all the meeting point
between 2 French regions strong in
tradition. The originality of our Perry is
the unique blend of several varieties of
pears from Normandy and apples from
the Basque Country. Created by our
artisan cidermaker, its unique taste is
intensified thanks to its primary
fermentation at low temperature for
several months. Enjoy the moment,
every bubble tells a story.

Available in 33 cl

CIDRE « ART CIDER »

A “summer” Brut cider made
from different bask apples.
Dryer than the brut classic,
with a bit more acidity and
bitterness.

Available in 33 cl



MEDALS

Gold Medal at World Cider Awards 2021 & 2020



Bronze Medal at the World Cider 

Championship 2018

(Chicago)

MEDALS

Gold Medal of the best « Brut » 

Cider at the International 

Tradeshow of Ciders in Asturies 2018 

(Spain)

Bronze Medal at World Cider Awards 

2019

(England)



TOPA is distributed in
restaurants, bars,

pastry shops, caterers, wine

stores…

OUR  DISTRIBUTION



CONTACTS

GREGOIRE TULASNE

06.88.90.69.47

greg@topa-cidre.com

PASCAL MORET

06.21.71.06.89

pascal@topa-cidre.com


